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12 Developments in National Family Policies in 1994
The implication is obvious: the decline in employment means a commensurate
reduction in the net disposable family income. In the same period, welfare
contributions from workers increased (+2.8 per cent), while tax pressures on
disposable family incomes have slightly decreased (-0.6 per cent). The
consequences were predictable: the recent economic recession has aggravated
family difficulties. Recent investigations indeed show that families generally feel
quite clearly that further hardships await them in the near future, whether
because of reduction of the social protection network or because of the greater
sacrifices required by the necessity of balancing the public budget. A survey in
November 1994 by ISCO (Istituto Nazionale per 10 Studio della Congiuntura) predicts
that in the next twelve months the general economic situation will probably
deteriorate further according to 33 per cent of Italian families; that only half of
families will be able to balance their budgets; and that slightly more than a third
of all families will manage to save.
LUXEMBOURG
In 1994 it was estimated tha t GDP growth was between 2.5 per cent and 3 per cent.
Inflation declined to 2.2 per cent from 3.6 per cent in 1993. Unemployment
increased to 2.7 per cent.
NETHERLANDS
In 1994 the general economic climate in The Netherlands was better than in the
preceding years. The inflation rate was 2.6 per cent and mainly caused by higher
rents of houses, higher costs of public transport, telephone costs and the costs of
fuel; social security benefits and the tax system did not completely follow this
inflation rate in 1994 and were uprated using a separate index ('at a distance').
The expected inflation rate for 1995 is 2.6 per cent. The new government (a
combination of two liberal parties, i.e. conservatives and left wing liberals) and
the Labour Party (the so-called pink coalition) and also the labour unions and the
organizations of employers repeatedly bring forward the slogan 'work, work,
work'. A big problem for policy making in The Netherlands is the ratio between
the economically active population and the so-called inactive population: about 87
working people versus 100 non-working (in 1994). Economic growth did not
create the expected new jobs in 1994. Economists expect an increase in new jobs in
1995. The short-term policy is to create more part-time jobs, especially for women.
Within the general economic climate and the social system no speCial attention is
given by the government to families or family policy.
PORTUGAL
Economic growth in Portugal has declined during the 1990s. The annual growth
rate of GOP was significant during the period going from 1987 to 1990 (with
growth of GOP above 4 per cent per year), but went down to 2.1 per cent in 1991,
to 1.5 per cent in 1992 and was negative (-1.0 per cent) in 1993. On the other hand,
unemployment rates have increased, from 4.1 per cent in 1991, 4.2 per cent in 1992
to 5.6 per cent in 1993, 6.2 per cent during the last trimester of 1993 and 6.8 per
cent during the first and third trimesters of 1994. The rate of growth in total
•
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growth in inflation was 8.9 per cent in 1992 and 6.5 per cent in 1993. Indicators
concerning income, expenditure and real wages also show a decline. Thus the rate
of growth in the total income available for families was 3.1 per cent in 1992 and
-2.7 per cent in 1993; rate of growth In prIvate expenditure was 4.7 per cent in 1992
and 0.3 per cent in 1993; rate of growth in real wages was 4.4 per cent in 1992 and
0.1 per cent in 1993. Other mdicators, such as the proportion of temporary
contracts for wage earners, have not varied: in the third trimester of 1994, 11.2 per
cent of contracts were temporary (the values are the same for the 3rd trimester in
1993); 52 per cent of temporary contract wage-earners are WOmen and 44.6 per
cent of permanent contract wage-earners are women.
Considerable effort has been made to improve th e physical, social and
transporta tion infrastructure.
UNITED KINGDOM
The impact of the economic climate has been very variable. Inflation has been low
(the RPI rose from 141.9 in December 1993 to 145.2 in December 1994) and average
earnings ha ve risen (by 2.8 per cent between April 1993 and April 1994).
Registered unemployment declined to 2,544,000 in December 1994, 8.7 per cent of
the workforce, from 2,782,700 in December 1993, 9.9 per cent of the workforce.
Research on the distribution of employment among families shows an increasing
polarisation between 'work rich' and 'work poor' families. There has been a drop
in one earner families and an increase in no earner families (as a result of
unemployment and the increase in lone parent families) and in dual earner
families which now make up more than half of all two parent families.
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Taxes and Benefits
Minimum incomes/social assistance
There were no substantive changes during 1994 to the minimum income schemes,
other than upratings, though there is an ongoing debate about whether to extend
entitlement to the Revenu Minimum Garanti (RMG) to political refugees.
Child support/maintenance
There were no changes in child maintenance arrangements during 1994.
NETHERLANDS
Fiscal policies
There were no changes to the structure of taxation in 1994. The basic tax free
income threshold was HFL 5,925 per annum. A married or cohabiting adult may
transfer the tax-free allowance to his /her spouse/cohabiting partner under
certain conditions, for example, when the other spouse / cohabiting partner has no
income or earns an income below the tax-free allowance. The maximum amount
of tax-free allowance was HFL 11,850 and was applicable to married income
earners w hose spouse had no income or an income below the tax-free allowance.
Similar conditions apply to cohabitees, except that there are some further
restrictions regarding the duration of cohabitation (one year at least) and age
limits are also applied .
Lone-parent tax payers benefit from an additional ta x-free allowance of HFL
10,660 if they support a child below the age of 27. If the income-earner is
employed and supports a child younger than 12 years he/she is en titled to an
additional ta x-free allowance equal to six per cen t of earned inco me, up to a
m axim um of with a maximum of HFL 4,860. The annual maximu m tax-free
allowance of one parent families, when all deductions are includ ed, may come to
HFL 15,526.
The most important tax deductible allowances related to family circumstan ces are
as follows :
alimony to the former spouse(s);
high expenses due to sickness, disability, adoption or childbirth if these are not
refunded by health insurance or another insurance scheme;
the costs of children under 27 for w hom no child allowance is due and
where the child is not entitled to receive a student grant under the Study
Finance Act;
the remittance of money to nearest relatives to cover their subsist-ence
costs. Parents are allowed to donate an annual tax-free amou nt of up to a
prescribed level, along with a one-off tax-free lump sum.
Tax allowa nces will be raised by 2.5 per cent in 1995, in line with forecast inflation.
Family/child allowances
The were no changes to the structure of child benefits in 1994, but at the end of
1994 the government announced that from January 1995 child benefits wo uld be
reduced by abolishing the proportionate increase in amo unt per child as the size
of the family increases. This change provoked relatively few protests, although
the Netherlands Family Council pointed to the adverse effects on poorer families
and lone parents.
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Maternity grants/allowances
There a re no maternity allowances in the Netherlands.
O ther social security benefits affecting fam ili es
There were no Significant structural changes in 1994 to unemployment benefits,
retirement pensions, survivors' benefits, sickness and invalidity benefi ts, health
insurance or hOusing assis tance.
Minimum incomes/social assistance
In ] 994 the rates of payment of general assistance (Algemene Bjstand) were altered
to reduce payments to people under 2] and to those aged 21-26 for a six m onth
period following the end of full-time education. There were also amendments to
the definition of what constitutes individual or shared accommodation for the
purposes of housing assistance.
Child support/maintenance
In ]994 divorces in the Netherlands involved around 25,000 dependen t children.
In 80 per cent of cases custody went to the mother and around two-thirds of lon e
pa rents receive social assistance. Thus there is an undisputed relationship
between lone parent s tatus and dependence on social assistance. Only about nine
per cent of divorced women receive maintenance and the Government is trying to
increase this proportion. The municipal social services have both the right and the
duty to collect maintenance payments and in 1993 and 1994 former husbands
faced a stricter policy of maintenance collection because of financial pressure on
the loca l authorities. Proposals from the governmen t to place further legal
obligations on local authorities to enforce maintenance payments have not,
however, been implemented, because of opposition in Parliament.
PORTUGAL
Fiscal policies
In 1994, the structure of taxatio n is basically that single taxpayers have a tax-free
allowance of ESC 30,100 an d married taxpayers ESC 22,800 (each). Cohabi tees are
treated as two single people. These amounts are increased by 60 per cent when
the tax payer or a dependent child is disabled. Child dependant allowances are
ESC 16,500 and 'dep endants' a re defined as those who are not wage-earners or
who earn less than the nationa l minimum salary, and are under 25 years of age (or
18 if they are no longer students). Families are not entitled to d eductions for other
dependent relatives, which has been the subject of some discussion since people
with elderly relatives in residential care can deduct these expenses (within limits)
from tax.
Fam ilies are also entitled to deduct certain other expenditures from their incom e,
nam ely expenditures relating to health care, education, insurance, and equipment
for renewable energy, up to a maximum of ESC 145,000 for single persons and ESC
291,000 for couples. One small change introduced in 1993, but taking effect from
1994, was that people no longer automatically recei ve half this maximum
miscellaneous deduction even if they do not put in any supporting evidence of
expenditures.
Tax allowances for family members are raised every yea r in line with inflation.
Apart from this th prp
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income benefit and the duration of the claim. The duration of the clai.m depends
on the age of the claimant (for exa mple people of 59 years and above have an
entitlement up to their 65th birthday). The benefit is calcu lated for each year that
a person is over 15 on the date on which the benefit takes effect. About 2 per cent
of the difference between the previous wage and the minimum wage is added to
the minimum benefit. Under the new method the benefit is awarded for a
standard period of five years. After that the claim is re-assessed.
Care of elderly or disabled people, and of other dependent persons
Care by family members or others is considered as an essential service by the
government. On average, family members spend 5 hours per week on care. The
National Council of Health finds that family members already offer their
maximum in care and help.
People who give financial support to other family members, can sometimes,
under certain conditions, get a tax reduction. In some cases volunteers who give
support to someone are provided with free transportation or coffee and tea money
by the municipalities or the organisations in which they work. There are no
specific provisions in respect of carers within the Dutch social security system.
It is impossible to make a clear distinction between private and public or non
profit and profit organisations in services for disabled and elderly people. The
provinces (the government and the municipalities) subsidize both forms of
organisation. There is a tendency, however, to growth in private sector provision.

In general, care is not free, and many benefits are means tested . In many cases
savings and capital sums are being used to pay for care. It is common for single
people over 18 and couples who are married or living together and who are in an
institution or home on the basis of the General Act on Exceptional Medical
Expenses (AWBZ), to pay an income-related contribution of a maximum of HFL
1,350 per month (for nursing home patients 65 and over, the maximum is HFL
2,200 per month). In general, a patient is only obliged to pay a personal
contribution after six months. Psychiatric and rehabilitation patients pay nothing
at all during the first year of their hospitalization.
A minor change in 1994 is that under the provisions for the Handicapped Act,
municipalities are (since April 1994) responsible for transport facilities, wheel
chairs and adaptation to the home.
Family helplrespite care
There is no system of respite care. Home help services are provided by local and
regional agencies. There are a number of agencies, varying conSiderably in size, in
most large cities and in the provinces the services are prOVided by the smaller
municipalities. Home help services are accessible throughout the country. In
principle home help is available to all households. Recently there has been a
3ubstantial shift in the categories of persons receiving service while the service
itself has conSiderably improved. The increase in the number of very old people
md of elderly people living alone, together with the fact tha t policy is geared
toward reducing the need for placement in nursing homes and homes for the
2lderly, has led to an increasing demand for more continuous home help and more
3pecialised services. This results ill co-operation with other services and increased
:o-ordination with other services such as district nursing.

Care and Family Obligations
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Government and home help service agencies have tried to bring services more
closely in line with the needs of the clients. The origina l provision of help for five
days a week has evolved into a system offering a far wider range of options.
Home helps may visit clients several times a day if necessary. Recently it has also
become possible to obtain home help outside business hours, during the evening
and at the weekends. A responsive service tailored to the needs of the client is
particularly important to people requiring intensive support.
PORTUGAL
Care of elderly or di sabled people, and of other dependent persons
There have been no marked changes in policy or provision. The National
Commission for Third Age Policy created a programme for Integrated Support for
the Elderly, ai med at providing finances for projects assisting elderly people in
need (Regulations set out in Statutory Order 166, July 1994). Financial provision
for elderly people by the state is organized along two main lines. First there is the
social security old age pension scheme which entitles insured persons over 65 to
monthly old age pensions. Secondly there is the non-contributory old age pension
scheme, entitling people over 65 with low incomes (less than 30 per cent of the
minimum national wage) and who are not elig ible for pensions under the
contributory scheme to a "social pension". Levels of payments are low and often
below subsistence level for the majority of pensioners.
Three main types of services are avai lable:
residential care in homes (collective lodgings which provide permanent
services);
day by day care in centres which receive elderly people during the day;
home care, whereby food and housekeeping is taken to the elderly person's
home.
According to social security statistics, the majority of homes in 1992 were
provided by private organisations (mostly non-profit social solidarity institutions)
that had agreements with the regional centres (there were 24 official
establishments, and of 651 not-for-profit establishments, only 75 did not have
agreements with the centres).
Day centres and domiciliary help are more recent features of care for the elderly
in Portugal and are still being developed. Day centres in 1992 (85 per cent were
private establishments which had agreements with social security centres) have
increased in number since 1987. The num bers of people benefiting from this is up
from 11,370 in 1987 to 27,967 in 1992. These centres play an important role in
keeping elderly people in the community. All types of service share difficulty in
meeting demand and cover only small proportions of people in need. Attention
is currently focusing on the need to improve both the quantity and quality of
services offered. Recent evidence based on studies of small communities shows
that the gaps in formal services are met in a variety of ways. One way is through
informal networks based on the family and on neighbours (an elderly person may
be taken in during the day or given meals by ano ther household; physically
dependent parents are often taken in by one or by several of their children).
Support groups are also established by local authorities and churches.

Care and Family Obligations
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substantially for at least 35 hours per week. However, because of the age profile
of carers, and strict interpretation of eligibility rules only 17.5 per cent of carers
actually receive this benefit. A Carer Premium of £12.50 per week is also available
to those on lCA and Income Support. Credits are also available for social security
contributions for those receiving ICA and for those recei ving home
responsibilities protection (ie at home receiv ing child benefit or caring for an
invalid).

There is no form of support for carers themselves. Disabled and elderly persons
who need permanent care from another person can claim a small supplement over
and above their pension. According to social security statistics, pensions
constitute the main source of income for the majority of elderly people in homes,
with only a small number having some private income.
Family respite/respite care
No services of this kind exist in Portugal.

Practical help for carers exists in the form of visits from doctors, social workers
and home helps. However, the reality of this help is very limited, and only a small
percentage of carers actually receive this kind of support.

Other support services
No official support services exist.

For a number of years Government policies have encouraged the use of private
sector care homes for disabled and elderly people and this has led to a significant
rise in their number. Government spending on care in private homes, for example,
has risen from £10 million in 1979 to £2.5 billion by 1992. The Government's care
in the community legislation may decelerate this trend, although the Government
has stated that it is committed to encouraging private domiciliary care services, a
relatively undeveloped sector in the UK at present.

Household work
Social policy and provision has centred on the problem of replacement of earnings
in situations of disability, illness, unemployment and old age. Social provision
was widened to provide some support by the state in situations of non
contribution (benefits include old age social pensions, widow(er)'s pension,
orphan's pension). Certain benefits which exist in other welfare states, such as
income support, were not introduced. Claims for change or development have
been made mostly in relation to existing benefits and also in relation to the
introduction of income support or support for lone parent families. Claims have
not been made for recognition of child-care and other caring jobs.

Changes in inheritance rights
There have been no direct developments/changes affecting the rights of
inheritance in the UK in recent years. However, one study, published in 1992,
calculated "very conservatively" that homes worth £2.5 billion are disappearing
each year from families' inheritances because of the need to pay for long term care.

UNITED KINGDOM

Family help/respite care
Provision is organised by local authorities and so is variable. A carer in receipt of
ICA can take up to 4 weeks away from caring responsibilities every six months
without losing benefit entitlement. Quality varies but research findings all
indicate the usefulness of respite care services and the difference that they make
to the lives of carers. A Private Members Bill, the Carers (Recognition and Services
Bill) received a second hearing in February 1995. The Bill calls for a statutory right
to respite care services and a separate assessment of the needs of carers.

Care of elderly or disabled people, and of other dependent persons
The British Government appears to be progressively moving towards a sharper
distinction between medical and social care. Draft guidance issued by the
Department of Health in August said that the National Health Service (NHS)
would continue to provide long term care to those with "complex and multiple"
needs but for the Significant majority needing continuing care the expectation is
that they will rely on means-tested social services or a place in a nursing home.
A sharper distinction between medical and social care will have important
implications for family carers. If the person needing care does not qualify for
means-tested social services or a place in a nursing home they will either have to
pay for services or rely on their families for support. It has also been reported by
the Audit Commission, the body supervising local government spending, that a
number of local authorities in the Great Britain are experiencing problems in
funding care services for elderly people, disabled people and those suffering from
mental health problems.
Research commissioned by the Carers National Association, a voluntary
organisation representing carers, found that the vast majority of carers (80 per
cent) felt that the Government's community care reforms, introduced in April
1993, had made no difference to their lives, and 8 per cent believed that services
had deteriorated.
Forms of support (both financial and service-based) exist for people caring for
other family members. Carers are eligible for Invalid Care Allowance (lCA),
provided they are under 65 years old and are caring for someone regularly and
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Parental status/children's status
All parents have a legal duty to maintain their children, whether they are, or ever
were, married, but if unmarried, parental responsibility is exercised jOintly if the
parents declare that they want to do so; if not, parental responsibility is presumed,
in favour of the mother.
Rights of children
Portuguese law has no provisions which allow young children to challenge
parental decisions. Children under age must obey their parents or their tutor in
everything which is not illegal or immoral (art. Q128 of civil law). Children under
age cannot abandon the parental home or be taken from it (art. Q 1887 of civil law)
and the actions of children who are under age may be annulled (art. Q 125 of civil
law). Nevertheless, the child's incapacity diminishes as it approaches the age of
legal independence. Consent for adoption is mentioned above; if the child's
parents do not agree on parental responsibility and the child is over 14, the court
must hear the child before taking any decision. And parents "must take into
account the child's opinion in important family matters and grant them autonomy
in the organization of their lives" (n Q2 of artQ 1878 of civil law).
Parental representation
Parents represent their children in relation to outside agencies until they reach the
age of legal independence (18 years old). Portuguese families are represented,
have 'a voice' and vote at the Economic and Social Council of Portugal.
Other legal aspects concerning sexual relationships
There have been no changes in the law or any debate on the issue of the age of
consent for heterosexual or homosexual activity. Homosexual activities are
Q
punishable "if an adult entices a child under the age of 16" (art 207 of the Penal
Code), but apart from this, the law omits to mention them.

UNITED KINGDOM
Marriage and cohabitation
There were no changes in the law on marriage.
For a couple to be defined as cohabiting it is necessary that they live together
under the same roof and that neither partner has another normal place of
residence. The social security system generally treats cohabitants in the same way
as married couples although a widowed cohabitant is not entitled to widows'
benefits. In the tax system cohabitants are treated as separate individuals.
The Criminal Justice Bill has been amended to make it a statutory offence for a
husband to rape his wife. This will bring statute law in line with case law,
following the case decided by the House of Lords in 1991.
In October 1994 a new set of Home Office immigration rules came into force. It has
not changed the 'primary purpose' rule for marriage and partnerships, despite it
having become common practice for the Home Office, following internal
instructions, to allow unmarried heterosexual couples to remain in the UK. The
internal instructions on deportation state that a 'genuine and subsisting common
law relationship' is to be considered 'as if it were a marriage'. There is still no
rpmQ'nition of same sex relationships for the purposes of immigration.

Marriage, Divorce, Contraception and Adoption
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There were no other changes regarding marriage and cohabitation.
Divorce and separation
The Lord Chancellor published a consultation document on divorce which
accords a primary role to the parties involved in sorting out their future. It stresses
parental responsibility and emphasises the welfare of children. The Law
Commission also proposes 'no fault' divorce based on the sole ground of
irretrievable breakdown of marriage as shown by the passing of a one year period;
it proposes a single port of call for initiating divorce proceedings where legal
information about divorce, its costs and State funding, marriage guidance and
mediation services will be provided. An important goal of the new process
proposed in the Green Paper is to identify marriages that could be saved.
However, the later White Paper has abandoned the concept of fault.
There have been no changes in legal separation and no changes either in statutes
or case-law concerning separation among cohabiting couples, but a law reform
group has produced a paper arguing that it should be a professional requirement
for solicitors acting on the behalf of an unmarried couple to enquire as to how the
property is to be divided. It also suggests that pre-nuptial contracts be recognised
and enforced by law.
The Divorce Green Paper proposes widely available family mediation.
Negotiations led by lawyers should be secondary to mediation rather than the
reverse, as is now the case.
Pregnancy/fertility/parenthood
Since 1974, family planning provision has been administered through District
Health Authorities (in Great Britain). Resources have been diverted into providing
and improving services for young people in the context of the Government's
target to halve the number of conceptions to women under 16 years old. The Royal
College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists proposed that the emergency
morning-after Pill should be available for sale without a prescription. The
Department of Health said that ministers saw some merits in the proposition to
allow chemists to sell the Pill.
The Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority (HFEA) produced a report in
1994 on the use of donated ovarian tissue for treatment and research. It
recommends approval for research using foetal, cadaver and live-donor ovarian
tissue, once the informed consent of the live donor has been given. Currently thIS
research will be prohibited under an amendment to the Criminal Justice Bill. The
High Court ruled against a woman suing her local Health Authority which, in
accordance with NHS guidance, refused to treat her at the age of 37 on the
grounds of age. Section 30 of the Human Fertility and Embryology Act 1990 was
implemented in November 1994. This enables 'commissioning parents' to obtain
a parental order in respect of a child born to a surrogate mother.
The availability of abortions and service provision remains unchanged. The most
recent figures show that 127,243 abortions took place between January and
September 1993, but not all were to UK nationals.
Since the Government published its White Paper Adoption - The Future in
November 1993, there has been a period of consultation resulting in the

........
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Families Under Stress
discussion about how to co-ordinate or rationalise these services. The collection
of reports of child abuse is mainly the role of 14 Bureaux of Confidential Doctors,
w ho up until 1992 were nationally funded. Since then, as part of a more general
decentralisation of services, the provinces and municipalities have responsibility
for funding under the law on Youth Aid. Eleven of the agencies are co-operating
in the organisation of a joint fund and in 1995 another will join them, but there is
some concern that the process of decentralisation will undermine the present co
operation and may lead to fragmentation and regional differentiation of services.
The number of reported cases of abuse has been rising (from 430 in 1972 to 13,000
in 1993) and special publicity campaigns in the early 1990s led to a big increase in
calls from children on the confidential telephone help-lines (kindertelefoon), but
the level of trained staff working in this field has been lagging behind.
Child Protection Services, attached to the Ministry of Jus tice, also deal with cases
of abuse. Parliament has urged the government to integrate these services with
those of the Bureaux of Doctors, but this is meeting with some opposition from the
Ministry of Jus tice. A Commission has been set up to examine ways of creating an
integrated and publicly visible service.
The third agency involved in this issue is the police. Currently officers of the
youth and v ice squads are receiving training in recognising child abuse, and
special aud io and videotaped interview units are being set up.
Sanctions against abuse take three forms: criminal prosecution, civil remedies and
therapeu tic treatment. In general the preference is for the latter, though in cases
of sexual ab use the criminal law is more frequen tly used. Currently an
experiment in the use of treatment rather than prosecution is being conducted in
cases of incest, in order to determine whether this will increase the likelihood of
confession, whether offenders will continue to participate in treatment if they are
not prosecuted and how it affects rates of recidivism. Results of the experiment
are expected in 1996.
Removal of parental authority
Dutch legislation on the removal of parental authority has not changed
fundamentally for decades. The Secretary of Parliament suggested a change in the
supervision order that was accepted by Parliament in 1994. It is likely to be
accepted by the Senate and will be implemented in 1995. The two most important
aspects of the proposal are the following:
the legal grounds for issuing a supervision order w ill change. Currently a
judge can place a child under supervision if she/he is 'threatened with
bodily and moral decline'. It is proposed that this should be changed so that
a supervision order can be issued if a child is raised 'in such a way that his
moral or mental interests or his health is seriously damaged, and other
means to reduce this threat have failed, or presumably will fail';
the responsibility for and power over the child after the court order has
been issued will be shifted from the judge to the chi ld welfare board, who
will provide a 'supervisor' for the family.
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PORTUGAL
Violence in the family
The legal framework for dealing w ith violence in the famil y has been described in
ea rlier Observatory reports and the re have been no recent Changes or
developments. The 1991 law aimed at 'guaranteeing adequate protection to
women victims of v iolence', through measures such as information campaigns,
research, the creation of refu ges and support centres, the setting up of telephone
helplines, the establishment of specia l police units, and the introduction of state
compensation for victims, has not yet been implemented . Thus there are no
women's refuges in Portugal, though the subject is under debate, and Misericordia
(a relig ious non-governmental organisation) and the muniCipality of Lisbon have
proposed setting up shelters.
There is little evidence as yet on the extent of domestic violence, but the studies
conducted so far indicate that it is a serious problem. The results of a study on
v iolence against women by the Commission for the Equality of Rights of Women
(CERW) are expected in 1995.
Though there are no specific programm es to deal with violence against women in
the family, there have been a number of initiatives. The Portuguese Association to
Support Victims is a voluntary organization supported by the state, and offers
advice and training. Another NGO - the Womens' Association against Violence _
and The Commission for the Equality of Rights of Women have also promoted
information campaigns. Both the CERW and the Ministry of Justice provide legal
consultations. The Commission also has an agreement with the police force to
carry out training sessions for officers.

Child abuse
Some indications of the extent of abuse of children com e from analysis of calls to
a telephone help-line called Children's 50S. The proportion concerning sexual
abuse, while relatively small, has been steadily increaSing. According to the SOS
organisation, the increase suggests that a more s ubstantial effort is being made by
society to identify and give support in cases of ab use.
There have been no recent developments in legislation, but some policy and
service provision initiatives have been taken. An interministerial project _ the
Family and Child Support Project Expert Committee - created by the Council of
Ministers in 1992 to support abused or neglected children and their families has
commissions in three towns, with two more being set up. Services include a
confidential telephone service, which began in January] 994 and took 1,005 calls
in the course of the year, psychO-SOCial support teams and crisis intervention
teams. The Institute for Child Support also runs a telephone help-line (Children's
SOS), legal services, direct support services, teams working vvith street children,
and children's play projects.
Removal of parental authority
Parental authority is automatically withdrawn in certain circumstances, such as
the conviction of parents for criminal offences. The courts can also order parental
responsibility to be withdrawn in cases where the security or moral safety of a
child is in question. This is subject to a parental right of appeal and children over
14 years have a right to be heard in COurt. There have been no recent changes to
these provisions.

